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About This Software
Limelight puts you on stage in front of a virtual crowd. Practise giving a presentation in a business meeting, small classroom or a
large hall.

Key Features:
Room scale VR
Different high fidelity environments
Interactable objects like microphones and markers
Variable crowd levels
Changable mood of the audience
Access to Google Slides
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Title: Limelight VR
Genre: Education
Developer:
Virtual Neuroscience Lab
Publisher:
Virtual Neuroscience Lab
Release Date: 25 Nov, 2016
7ad7b8b382
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 10
Processor: VR ready
Graphics: VR ready
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limelight vs spotlight. limelight vr
Very mediocre product. Looks to have very little effort put into it. MAYBE worth $0.99. Could be quite useful, but everything
from the graphics to the controls need a lot more effort put into them. Controllers only sometimes work properly. Audience is
laughably poor. I understand the use of reusing models and animations, but it seemed to have only 3 character models and two
animations. It's insanely overpriced for what it offers.. Very mediocre product. Looks to have very little effort put into it.
MAYBE worth $0.99. Could be quite useful, but everything from the graphics to the controls need a lot more effort put into
them. Controllers only sometimes work properly. Audience is laughably poor. I understand the use of reusing models and
animations, but it seemed to have only 3 character models and two animations. It's insanely overpriced for what it offers.. I
wouldn't say it is INSANELY overpriced - you might want to face your fears of public speaking. The ONLY way to do this is
through practice. VR allows a full-immersion into an alternate reality. With Limelight, the potential for practicing public
speaking is there - a new unfamiliar space with (virtual) people's attention on you presenting.
Set the audience to neutral. The "positive" audience is silly. There are 3 room sizes - boardroom, classroom & hall. You load
your google slides into the presentation for the hall & board room - very neat.
I would like to see more done with this - there's a lot of potential to take this further.
If you're still reading, you probably are trying to conquer your public speaking fear. Here are a few tips: VISUALISATION,
VISUALISATION, VISUALISATION! When you prepare a speech, it's not enough to just know it well to eliminate all your
jitters - IMAGINE doing the speech AT the venue where you will be speaking. I have done various MC events & before I would
get lots of tension. But when you include actually going to the venue & becoming familiar with the environment, you will lose
some fear (of the unknown) because you at least know the venue to start with.. I wouldn't say it is INSANELY overpriced - you
might want to face your fears of public speaking. The ONLY way to do this is through practice. VR allows a full-immersion
into an alternate reality. With Limelight, the potential for practicing public speaking is there - a new unfamiliar space with
(virtual) people's attention on you presenting.
Set the audience to neutral. The "positive" audience is silly. There are 3 room sizes - boardroom, classroom & hall. You load
your google slides into the presentation for the hall & board room - very neat.
I would like to see more done with this - there's a lot of potential to take this further.
If you're still reading, you probably are trying to conquer your public speaking fear. Here are a few tips: VISUALISATION,
VISUALISATION, VISUALISATION! When you prepare a speech, it's not enough to just know it well to eliminate all your
jitters - IMAGINE doing the speech AT the venue where you will be speaking. I have done various MC events & before I would
get lots of tension. But when you include actually going to the venue & becoming familiar with the environment, you will lose
some fear (of the unknown) because you at least know the venue to start with.
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